ADVOCATES CORNER AT HIV R4P

MONDAY
All Day- HIV Prevention in
Spain
Visit with Spanish advocates
and providers throughout the
day to hear about local PrEP
programming and HIV
prevention resources in Spain.
Staff from Apoyo Positivo will
be in the corner for much of
the day – please stop by and
say hola!
15:00 - 16:00 - Welcome to
the Advocates Corner!
Join us for a toast with our
Spanish hosts, celebrating
solidarity of advocates and
introducing our 2018 Falobi
Award recipient!
To learn more about an
online community
platform called Engage
come by the Advocates’
Corner for a tutorial
Tues/Wed/Thurs at 16:30
each day!

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

10:00 - 10:30 - Planning for
Success: The role of advocates
A conversation with Mike
Chirenje and Sheena
McCormack about the opening
plenary - how can researchers
and advocates work together to
plan for success and address
possible challenges in the field?
How can advocates engage in
discussions about the future of
complex trial design? And
more…

10:00 - 10:30 - Crafting
Messages for SRHR!
Come meet the Young
Women’s Leadership Initiative
at R4P as they open up
Wednesday at the Corner to
focus and brainstorm messages
through song and dance, drama
and arts and crafts!

12:00 - 13:00 - Our Prevention
Choices
Join Wafaa El-Sadr and Myron
S. Cohen, Co-Principal
Investigators of the HIV
Prevention Trials Network, for
an informal discussion on
where user-controlled, ondemand, non-systemic, shortacting products might fit in the
shifting HIV prevention
research pipeline.
14:30 - 15:00 - Building
Communities of Practice &
Power
Learn about a new online
platform called Engage, where
advocates, educators and
various stakeholders will gather
virtually to share advocacy
tactics; access materials,
resources, and trainings; and
discuss important issues from
and with one another.

12:00 - 13:00 - Girl Talk:
A conversation between
researchers and young women
Come listen in and participate
in a conversation about PrEP,
the ring and structural issues,
and the concerns and questions
young women have for them!
14:30 - 15:00 - Who Run the
World? Girls!
Come join the conversation
between advocates and young
women on how they can work
together to further HIV
prevention for young women.

THURSDAY
10:00 - 10:30 - PrEP in Europe
Hear about PrEP access
advocacy in Europe and how to
track its rollout.
12:00 - 13:00 - Communitydriven Research, and Why It
Matters
AfNHi is an African-led network
of HIV prevention research
advocates based in Africa borne
out of a joint vision by African
Advocates. Come learn about
how AfNHi is seeking to fasttrack the biomedical HIV
prevention research agenda on
the continent through local
ownership, using indigenous
strategies to enhance Africa’s
contribution to the global goals!
14:30 - 15:00 - Mathematical
Modeling for Advocacy
Mathematical modeling is a
powerful tool for health policy
evaluation, decision-making,
health planning, policy dialogue,
and advocacy. Learn more
about how mathematical
models have been used, and
how you can apply and translate
the findings from mathematical
modeling, and communicate
these to different audiences.
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